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Website Copywriting Formula 
Each page should follow this formula below to ensure a user can visit just one page on your website 

and obtain all of the information necessary to proceed to make an enquiry.  

Usually you have only page per visitor and around 90 seconds to convince them of your expertise, so 

every page must do everything possible to sell your services.

Use this checklist when creating each page (see SEO training for the thinking behind this).

Headline: relate this to their likely state of mind as they arrive at this page.  What 

will they be thinking or feeling:  Will they be happy, worried or concerned?  Whatever 

it is, start by talking about this, showing that you understand them from the start. 

Include the keywords you are targeting in the headline (the H1Tag) and whenever 

suitable in the body copy (without cramming it in when it makes no sense to the read).

Introductory paragraphs: Continue to talk about the position that the client finds 

themselves in at that moment in time by expanding on the headline above.See the 

PASTOR copywriting formula for more help.

Your solution: reassure the visitor that you are the right business to help them and 

deal with the challenge they are facing from the introductory paragraph.

Your expertise: expand on your expertise in this area including bullet points explain-

ing how you have already helped other people just like them.  This applies for B2B as 

much as B2C as you are selling to people.

Early call to action: offer options for the visitor to contact you, including your tele-

phone number (hyperlinked so they can click to call) and a link to your Free Online 

Enquiry (don’t ask them to scroll back up the page to find it –link to it on its own page 

(not your Contact page)).

Review: Add an early review related to the service you provide immediately after the 

first call to action. Remember with mobiles if you have reviews on the right that 

column will not be seen, so they must be sewn into the content too.
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Other Points
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Costs: you have to deal with the elephant in the room, but if your initial contact with 

new clients is free, that is all you need to stress at this point. Your only task from this 

page is to sell the first contact with you.

More details: Go into more detail about the services you offer. Answer the common 

questions your clients always ask you. Break up a long page of content with Sub 

headings, bullet points and images.

Call to action: offer options for the visitor to contact you, including a freephone 

telephone number and a Free Online Enquiry (link to the relevant free enquiry form).

Images

Images must have “alt text” and “title text” including the keywords targeted on the 

page as this helps both organic listings and your Google Ads quality score. See SEO 

training for more on this.

Content Guidance

Break up the content with bullet points –again for your dual readership path, and 

include the following:

>> 400+ words per age 

>> Be approachable.  Don’t use legal jargon.  Be friendly.

>> Ensure enough pages for each type of service to convince your ideal 

     prospects of your expertise(and to give you more chances of attracting  

    organic search traffic.


